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Abstract 

This article examines the impact of the Children Act 1908 on longstanding 
concerns that foster or informally 'adoptive' parents were uniquely likely to murder the 
children in their care. Making particular reference to the last two high-profile cases of 
'baby-farmers' tried for homicide on the Welsh and English Assize circuits (in 1907 
and 1919, respectively) it argues that the infant life protection provisions in the 1908 
Act had a dramatic and immediate impact on such prosecutions, removing the 
automatic presumption of malice in cases where fostered or adopted children died in 
suspicious circumstances. 
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Introduction 

Harry William George Roberts, son of a labourer also named Harry Roberts, was 

born on 19 December 1909 at the Dorset harbour town of Weymouth. His mother 

had died within four days of giving birth – presumably from puerperal fever, which 

remained a major cause of maternal mortality until the development of sulphonamide 

drugs in the 1930s.2 When Roberts looked for a family to care for his son, Robert 

Flann, a 41 year old labourer, and his 43 year old wife Annie agreed to look after him. 

Initially they did so free of charge, and when Roberts found work and offered to pay 

towards his son‟s upkeep, he was assured by Flann that the offered sum of half-a-

crown was unnecessary, and „two shillings would do.‟3 None of this suggests a 

pecuniary motivation for taking in the little boy, and indeed, the baby‟s aunt later 

testified that the Flanns had always seemed very loving adoptive parents as she 

regularly saw Robert Flann nursing and fussing over him.  
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However, despite his initial good health Harry Junior quickly began to suffer from 

illness and malnutrition, and he died in January 1910 aged just two months. 

Strangely, given their apparent fondness for the baby, the Flanns seem to have been 

astonishingly resistant to any form of advice as to how to care for him. Despite the 

repeated visits and instructions given by Nurse Lethbridge, the health visitor for 

Weymouth, they did not appear to have ever given him any of the medicine she 

recommended, or fed him properly even when she warned his life was at risk. 

Likewise, although Robert Flann had assured the boy‟s biological father he need not 

give them as much as half a crown towards his upkeep, the couple were so poor that 

Harry Junior‟s aunt bought them coal and fresh milk since they could not afford to 

keep the fire lit or buy him sufficient food. Nor did they ever summon a doctor, 

despite the baby suffering from what Nurse Lethbridge diagnosed as a pernicious 

combination of „thrush, diarrhoea, cold, and ulcerated body.‟4 After Harry‟s death, a 

post mortem ascertained that the cause of death was chronic starvation: the doctor 

performing the autopsy found his weight was just 5lbs 12 oz. rather than the standard 

9lbs, and there was no fat whatsoever in his body.  

 

Since the sole surviving account of Harry‟s death and the resulting manslaughter trial 

of Robert and Annie Flann is a single article in the Dorset County Chronicle 

published on 2 June 1910, it is almost impossible to attempt to explain the Flann‟s 

paradoxical behaviour towards a child they seem to have wanted and loved but 

allowed to starve to death without calling in medical help.5 It is possible to speculate 

that the answer may have been partly related to the Flanns‟ perception of the health 

visitor – a new profession for women in the early twentieth century – as patronising 

interference, rather than as good practice.6 Certainly, textbooks for health visitors in 

the early twentieth century frequently stressed the importance of tact in dealing with 

working-class families, lest they be perceived as rude meddlers.7 Since the same 

textbooks also spent much time discussing the malign influence of traditional 

childcare practices, this often  left health visitors attempting to walk a delicate line 

between diplomacy and forceful contradiction of advice passed on to new parents by 
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family and friends. While there is no hard evidence in the newspaper report for such 

a conclusion, the failure to consult a doctor or follow any of the nurse‟s 

recommendations lends weight to this interpretation.  

 

Poverty was not, as Mr. Justice Ridley acidly commented, any excuse for this, since 

the  Children Act 1908 specifically set out that if a carer or parent could not afford 

doctor‟s fees themselves they could access a physician using the Poor Laws. Indeed, 

this proviso within the Act had in large part been the result of an ongoing controversy 

between 1868 and 1908 over the extent to which parents could be held to have an 

obligation to provide medical care for their children.8 Certainly, the doctors, health 

visitor, and the judge all considered the Flanns guilty of gross and malicious conduct. 

However, the jury took a more lenient view: they acquitted both prisoners on the 

charge of manslaughter, and instead convicted them of neglect under Part II of the 

Children Act 1908, which they explicitly added was the result of ignorance. Although 

the judge agreed with the jury when passing sentence that the couple were „more 

ignorant and stupid than wilfully cruel,‟9 Mr. Justice Ridley warned them they had 

been extremely lucky to escape conviction on the more serious charge, and if it were 

not for their previous good character he would have handed down a much more 

severe verdict. They were sentenced to three months‟ hard labour each.10 

 

1 The Issue of ‘Baby-farming’ in England and Wales11 

While a sentence of three months hard labour may sound a severe punishment, in 

fact the sentence was astonishingly light given the circumstances. In a sample of 646 
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men and women charged with the killing of a child aged less than one year in 

England between 1880 and 1922,12 the Flanns received the lightest sentence of any 

couple convicted of either manslaughter or neglect after having been jointly indicted 

for the manslaughter of an infant. This outcome is made more surprising by the fact 

that they were charged with the homicide of a child who was not their biological son. 

Prior to the First World War, the subject of child adoption was customarily viewed 

with rank suspicion, associated with so-called „baby-farming.‟ This emotive term was 

used as a catch-all for a number of related – but nevertheless separate – practices: a 

Victorian or Edwardian commentator might include under this heading respectable 

foster care, an informal adoption,13 or at worst the systematic killing of illegitimate 

children by starvation or violence.14 Importantly, however, the phrase most commonly 

conjured images of a malefic network of middle-aged or elderly working class women 

which spanned Britain, trading in young children who were kept alive for precisely as 

long as the money paid by their parents lasted.15 It is also worth noting that this was 

perceived as an international problem: the United States,16 New Zealand17 and 

Australia18 also experienced a public crisis about „baby-farming‟ in this period.  
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What is particularly relevant to this paper is the overwhelming hostility baby-farmers 

faced in late nineteenth and early twentieth century Britain. In her exhaustive analysis 

of baby-farming in England between 1860 and 1943, Ruth Homrighaus has provided 

the best summation of the harsh treatment these women faced in comparison with 

other violent offenders: 

 

…they made up the largest single category of female offenders executed in 
nineteenth and twentieth century Britain. Those convicted baby farmers who 
were not hanged, moreover, served long prison terms. Whereas very few 
women who committed infanticide spent more than ten years in prison, baby 
farmers found guilty of manslaughter often served ten, fifteen, and even 
twenty years.19  

 

Given this traditional judicial approach to foster or adoptive parents charged with 

killing a child, in order explain the relatively lenient treatment of the Flanns (and 

indeed other cases of suspicious infant death involving foster carers after 1908), we 

must examine the evidence presented to the 1908 Select Committee on Infant Life 

Protection.20 This had been assembled to consider whether or not there was any 

need for amending the Infant Life Protection Act 1897. Ever since the trial and 

execution of the London baby-farmer Margaret Waters in 1870,21 there had been 

periodic complaints that criminal baby-farming had reached epidemic levels in Britain 

and not enough was being done to stop it. A number of high-profile child homicide 

and neglect trials in England, Scotland and Wales during the late nineteenth century 
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Protection (hereafter RSCILP), 1908, pp.147-271 
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raised public concerns that the Infant Life Protection Act 1872,22 designed to oversee 

foster carers, was easily evaded by those harbouring malevolent intentions towards 

the children they ostensibly cared for.23  

 

The Infant Life Protection Act 1897 had responded to these concerns by changing 

the maximum age of children covered by the Act from 12 months to five  years, and 

required that the name, age, and sex of the child, plus the name and address of the 

person who handed the child over to be registered with the local authority. It also 

allowed the appointment of infant life protection visitors, whose role was to seek out 

those who might be ignoring the Act, and gave them the power to remove any child 

they believed to be in danger and place them in the care of the local Poor Law Union. 

However, a large number of exemptions remained: households which took in a single 

child, hospitals and similar institutions, relatives, and, perhaps most perniciously, 

those who paid a premium of £20 or more to take care of a child. Subscribing to the 

commonly-held view that child abuse and neglect were primarily committed by 

working-class parents in all save the most exceptional of cases,24 the underlying 

assumption of legislators in 1897 was that those foster parents in sufficiently 

comfortable circumstances to afford a £20 „adoption‟ fee would never be a significant 

danger to children. 

 

Yet cases continued to come before both the magistrates and Assize courts in 

England and Wales after 1897, demonstrating that the rules were consistently being 

broken.25 As a result, from 1901 onwards Bills were introduced annually to 

Parliament in an effort to further amend the law so as to include carers who adopted 

a single child.26 Since the issue clearly would not go away, it was decided in 1907 to 

                                                 
22
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assemble a Select Committee to assess whether or not the law required any further 

amendment. The sole terms of reference for the Committee were just two questions: 

should the Act be extended to cover homes which took in just one child? And should 

the age of children dealt with by infant life protection visitors be raised from five to 

seven years? Coincidentally, 1907 saw the last example of the high-profile baby-

farming murder trials which provoked widespread debate about the subject in 

England and Wales.  

 

2 The Trial and Execution of Leslie James, 1907 

In July 1907, a 39 year-old baby-farmer named Rhoda Willis (or, as she preferred to 

be called – and how I shall refer to her hereafter – Leslie James) was convicted at 

Cardiff of the murder of an infant in her care.27 Only the fourth defendant (all of whom 

were female) to be charged on the South Wales Assize Circuit between 1900 and 

1907 with child murder, James also had the dubious distinction of being the first 

person to be found guilty of this crime in South Wales during the twentieth century. In 

1901, Minnie Webb, the wife of a seaman working on the Cardiff docks, had been 

found „guilty but insane‟ of the killing of her eleven month-old son and sentenced to 

be indefinitely detained as a criminal lunatic.28 Hannah Miera Lewis29 was acquitted 

in 1903 of the murder of her newborn daughter, but instead convicted of the lesser 

offence of concealing the birth of a child and sentenced to 12 months imprisonment 

with hard labour – an unusually harsh sentence at a time of steadily declining 

                                                                                                                                            
p.91; „A Bill to amend the Infant Life Protection Act, 1897,‟1904, p.377;  „A Bill to amend the 
Infant Life Protection Act, 1897,‟1905, p.657; „A Bill to amend the Infant Life Protection Act, 
1897,‟ 1906, p.671; „A Bill to amend the Infant Life Protection Act, 1897,‟ 1907, p.455; „A Bill 
to amend the Infant Life Protection Act, 1897,‟ 1908, p.997 
27

 NA ASSI 72/33/2; NA 76/11. See 23 July 1907 p.244; NA HO 144/861/155396 
28

 NA ASSI 72/27/5; NA ASSI 76/10. See 20 March 1901, pp.12-13. Interestingly, the pre-trial 
report on Webb prepared by Dr John Llewellyn Treharne, the medical officer at HMP Cardiff, 
argued that, given she was pregnant at the time of the crime „In such cases the mental 
condition may be and frequently is disturbed which may have rendered her incapable of 
understanding what she was doing.‟  See undated report contained within NA ASSI 72/27/5. 
The wording of this report is intriguing because it draws on identical discourses to those of 
„puerperal insanity‟ and its perceived relationship to infanticide in England at this time, yet 
does not specify the condition as such. It is unclear here whether this was because Treharne 
was among those doctors who increasingly challenged the diagnostic category, or whether it 
lends weight to Richard Ireland‟s observation that doctors in Victorian South Wales as a 
group seemed reluctant to invoke this condition in cases of suspected child murder. See 
Richard W. Ireland, „“Perhaps my mother murdered me”: Child Death and the Law in Victorian 
Carmarthenshire‟ in Christopher Brooks and Michael Lobban (eds.) Communities and Courts 
in Britain 1150-1900 (Hambledon, 1997), p.234. On puerperal insanity in nineteenth century 
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severity for concealment cases (at least in England30). The third defendant, Margaret 

Evans, had been found guilty but insane by the jury in 1904 after burning her nine 

month-old granddaughter alive in the kitchen fire: witnesses recorded that she had 

been very fond of the child, and were at a loss to explain her actions beyond the 

possibility of drunkenness.31 Like Webb, Evans was sentenced to be kept in custody 

as a criminal lunatic at Cardiff Prison. Just one of these three women, Hannah Miera, 

followed the cultural script of a „typical‟ infanticide case as it was commonly 

understood in late nineteenth and early twentieth century Britain. What all of these 

defendants tried between 1901 and 1904 had in common, however, was a direct 

biological relationship to the child they were accused of killing – a factor which did not 

apply to James, and which, as suggested earlier in this article, meant that the judge, 

jury and press were likely to view her case in a much harsher light.   

 

In fact, as Anette Ballinger has noted in her important exploration of the James case, 

the evidence supporting the charge was far less clear-cut than the press, the Home 

Office, or the judge and jury on the South Wales Assize Circuit were willing to 

acknowledge.32 Although it was clear from the testimony of various witnesses33 that 

when collecting the dead child James had pretended she was visiting the father of an 

infant she had once cared for, rather than openly arranging to adopt a new baby, this 

is hardly surprising. Given that the majority of baby-farming cases such as this 

involved caring for illegitimate infants whose presence was inconvenient – if not 

ruinous – for the birth parents, secrecy was an integral part of the process. Few 

parents in these difficult circumstances would have been willing to hand over their 

child, even with the best of intentions, to a carer known to broadcast her dealings 

with potential clients.  

 

 

Secondly, questions were raised by concerned individuals about the medical 

evidence presented at the trial. A post-mortem had confirmed that the baby in 

question died from suffocation, but as James‟ solicitor pointed out in a letter to the 

Home Office, the doctor in question had admitted that the appearance of the body did 

not rule out the possibility this had resulted from accidental, rather than deliberate, 

                                                 
30
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33
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smothering.34 The coroner‟s inquest into the death of the child had actually returned a 

verdict of manslaughter, rather than wilful murder, and indeed the coroner himself 

was so horrified that James had been convicted of murder that he was moved to 

write to the Home Secretary pleading for a commutation of the death sentence.35 

Another letter from Joseph Da Silva Stewart, who had served on the coroner‟s jury, 

drew on both his experience as a father of eleven children and more than 20 years 

service as a soldier in the Royal Army Medical Corps to argue that „if ever a 

condemned person was entitled to the benefit of the doubt Mrs James is.‟36 

 

Neither the judge who tried the case, nor the Home Office, however, agreed that this 

was a case in which the sentence of death should be commuted to penal servitude 

for life. The Home Secretary, Herbert Gladstone, stated emphatically to the civil 

servants dealing with the case his belief that this had been „a callous, & it must be 

assumed, a deliberate murder of an infant.‟37 James‟ precarious social status as an 

alcoholic whose biological children had either died or been removed by disapproving 

in-laws – not to mention that she had briefly engaged in sex work and been convicted 

of petty theft just two years earlier – meant she was viewed with distaste by the 

Home Office and the press as both profoundly „unrespectable‟ and an unfit (foster or 

natural) mother.38 This was critical, since it has been well-established by historians 

that throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth century the Home Office‟s decision 

as to whether to seek commutation of the death sentence in capital cases, or, where 

sentence was commuted, when to allow a prisoner‟s release (either on licence or 

with their sentence remitted) was directly influenced by the degree to which a 

prisoner did – or did not – meet with conventional standards of „respectable‟ 

masculinity or femininity.39 

 

 

                                                 
34

 NA HO 144/861/155396. See letter from J. Tudor Rees to Home Office, 13 Aug 1907. 
35

 NA HO 144/861/155396. See letter from E. Bernard Reece to Home Office, 29 July 1907 
36

 NA HO 144/861/155396. See letter from Joseph Da Silva Stewart to Home Office, 7 Aug 
1907. Underlining in original 
37

 NA HO 144/861/155396. Minute of Home Secretary, 9 Aug 1907 
38

 Ballinger, Dead Woman Walking, p.91 
39

 There is insufficient space to explore this complex phenomenon here, but for important 
discussion see Ballinger, Dead Woman Walking; Roger Chadwick, Bureaucratic Mercy: The 
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S. Frost, „“She is but a Woman”: Kitty Byron and the English Edwardian Criminal Justice 
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Importantly for this article, Gladstone was also careful to draw a firm line between 

child homicide cases where the biological mother of an infant was on trial, and those 

of suspected baby-farmers: „There are none of the palliating circumstances attending 

the common forms of infanticide.‟40 While the former were rarely convicted on the 

capital charge, and infanticidal women were frequently figures of both official and 

popular sympathy throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth century, baby-

farmers experienced no such leniency.41 Despite the objections raised by these 

letters to the Home Office, and the submission of a petition for clemency signed by 

Cardiff residents,42 Leslie James was executed on 14 August 1907 - the only woman 

in Wales to suffer the death penalty during the twentieth century.43 James was not 

only the last suspected baby-farmer to be convicted of murder and executed in 

Britain as a whole, but it is worth noting that she was the only female convicted 

murderer where sentence of death was not commuted between 1907 and the 1923 

execution of Edith Thompson for allegedly colluding with her boyfriend in her 

husband‟s murder.44  

 

3 The 1908 Select Committee on Infant Life Protection 

In her evidence to the 1908 Committee, Miss Wilhemina Brodie-Hall, a member of 

the Eastbourne Poor Law Guardians with 25 years experience, pointed to the 

execution of Leslie James the previous year as a key reason for extending the 

influence of the Infant Life Protection Act to include foster carers who took in just one 

child.45 Certainly, a recent and high-profile instance of criminal baby-farming such as 

that of Leslie James, as had been the case in 1896 with the trial and execution of 

Amelia Dyer,46 made an alteration in the law more likely. But equally high profile trials 

to that of Dyer and James, such as the joint conviction and execution of Amelia Sach 

                                                 
40

 NA HO 144/861/155396. Minute of Home Secretary, 9 August 1907 
41

 See Margaret L. Arnot, „Gender in Focus: Infanticide in England, 1840-1880,‟ unpublished 
PhD thesis, University of Essex, 1994; Arnot, „Infant death‟; Grey, „Discourses‟; Homrighaus, 
„Baby farming‟ 
42
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43
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44
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45

 RSCILP. See Q933, p.215 
46
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and Annie Walters in early 1903,47 had not led to any change in the law. In order to 

understand why the 1908 Committee recommended amendment of the 1897 Act, we 

must look at the evidence of Miss Frances Zanetti, which arguably had the greatest 

overall influence on the Committee‟s report. 

 

 

Originally appointed in 1898 as an Infant Life Protection Visitor for the Chorlton 

Union,48 by the time she gave evidence to the 1908 Committee Frances Zanetti was 

able to draw on ten years experience of investigating baby-farming in Manchester. 

From almost immediately after she had started her role at Chorlton, Zanetti had 

repeatedly urged that the 1897 Act needed amendment and extension by including 

homes which took in a single foster child.49 She reiterated this in her evidence before 

the 1908 Select Committee, observing that in the first four years of her work only 167 

out of the 809 children she had come across were dealt with under the 1897 Act, 

being aged five years and under and living in a home with at least one other foster 

child.50 Although Zanetti also visited those homes where only one foster child was 

cared for, both she and the majority of the foster mothers she dealt with were aware 

she had no authority in these cases and was allowed to inspect the children only as a 

gesture of goodwill by the carers. Paradoxically, however, Zanetti‟s experience of 

being allowed to visit such children lent weight to her argument that, provided it was 

done with tact and kindness, no reputable foster mother had any cause to object to 

inspection.51 She was also keen to emphasise that the majority of such foster 

mothers were respectable, insisting that when she discussed baby-farming in general 

rather than specific instances she was not „using the word in an objectionable 

sense.‟52  

 

Zanetti‟s evidence was supported by the examples cited by Miss Marian H. Mason, 

Senior Inspector of Boarding-Out under the Local Government Board. Mason argued 

that in one instance, her inspection of children had actually saved a respectable 

foster-mother from malicious accusations of cruelty made by a neighbour, since 

Mason had been able to testify that the children were well treated and had no marks 
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of violence on their bodies.53 This emphasis on the willingness of working-class 

carers to accept supervision by a visitor was crucial, given that all previous attempts 

to extend infant life protection legislation had been severely weakened or stopped 

outright by fears that the implication of abuse or ignorance which followed 

compulsory registration would lead the majority of carers to abandon the trade.54 In 

the end, while acknowledging that a number of witnesses opposed any extension of 

the 1897 Act, the 1908 Committee believed it should indeed be extended to cover all 

homes which took in a single infant, and deal with all children in such homes who 

were aged seven years and under.55 Although a final Bill specifically targeting infant 

life protection had been introduced in 1908,56 given the similar aims of the Children 

Bill it was logical to combine both measures in one piece of legislation. The 

Committee‟s recommendations were thus incorporated into what eventually became 

Part One of the 1908 Children Act. Henceforth, anyone that took any child or children 

up to the age of seven into their home for a period longer than 24 hours was required 

to apply for registration with their local authority as a foster carer, and was to be 

inspected regularly by the Infant Life Protection Visitor. A loophole that had been the 

subject of heated debate each time the question of Infant Life Protection had been 

raised in Parliament since the 1870s was finally closed.57 

 

Admittedly, not everyone involved in infant welfare work was convinced that the 1908 

Act had solved the problem of baby-farming. In July 1910 Mrs Isabel Foard, who had 

been a voluntary inspector for several years before being appointed in 1908 as Infant 

Life Protection (ILP) Visitor for Ormskirk, wrote to the Home Secretary, Winston 

Churchill. Foard worried that the 1908 Act, while „excellent indeed in its intention‟58 

fell far short of its goals because of the heavy workload of ILP visitors. Importantly, 

however, Foard did not believe foster mothers to be innately malicious – rather, she 

argued they were placed in the impossible position of being expected to make 

unhealthy children thrive on few resources. Far better, she urged, would be a system 
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of state-maintained, affordable crèches.59 However, while the National Society for the 

Prevention of Cruelty to Children (NSPCC) warned in 1912 that a high number of 

foster parents claimed to be unaware of the strictures placed on child care by the 

Children Act,60 in practice the NSPCC and Foard were in a minority by continuing to 

raise concerns about the treatment of children in foster care.  

 

4 The Impact of the Children Act 1908 

Given the striking importance of child welfare as a subject in British society and 

culture during the early twentieth century, this dismissal of foster care as a topic may 

seem a surprising omission from the plethora of interrelated concerns about „good 

parenting,‟ education, and children‟s health and wellbeing which dominated this 

period.61 After all, as the articles collected in this volume demonstrate, the 1908 

Children Act covered a vast array of topics related to health, education, criminal 

justice and welfare, and contemporaries who were concerned with improving the lot 

of children tended to have a similarly broad view of what might be relevant or 

important to their particular project. However, foster care was never popular as a 

state-sponsored process in England and Wales during the nineteenth or twentieth 

century. The practice of „boarding out‟ children under the Poor Law – which Lynn 

Abrams has demonstrated was ubiquitous in Scotland during the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries62 – was never taken up on the same scale south of the border, 

meaning far fewer children were dealt with under this scheme by local authorities. In 

England and Wales, the Poor Law Guardians were reluctant to follow Scottish 
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practice,63 and George Behlmer has calculated that only 3.7 per cent of all 

workhouse children in Wales or England were ever boarded out.64 The numbers of 

those women willing to work as foster carers also seems to have declined during the 

First World War, as the potentially more lucrative war-work offered new employment 

opportunities.65 Increasingly, therefore, foster care was viewed after 1908 as a side-

issue, of much less pressing importance than providing training in good parenting 

skills and improving the health, welfare and education of British children as a whole.  

 

Most importantly, however, as Ruth Homrighaus has demonstrated, the 

„unprecedented powers‟66 given by the 1908 Children Act to supervise foster care 

and enforce infant life protection legislation ensured that few carers suspected of 

cruelty and neglect - or even those who repeatedly refused to take medical advice on 

child health and feeding - were able to continue taking in children as they had done 

under the auspices of the 1872 or 1897 Acts. The Act thus played a crucial role in 

diminishing fears that illegitimate children were chronically vulnerable to abuse and 

murder, as well as reassuring the public regarding the moral character of the majority 

of foster carers in England and Wales. Fears that many foster mothers were 

members of a group of women who were effectively invisible to the authorities 

(unrespectable at best and evil at worst) receded in the light of regular checks on all 

registered homes and a decrease in the former anonymity of arranging foster care 

and informal adoptions. This reassurance had an immediate and tangible impact on 

child homicide and neglect trials where the accused party was a carer but not the 

biological parent. While Homrighaus notes that there were sporadic cases of baby-

farming which continued to be brought before the courts between 1909 and 1937, in 

practice these were not only dramatically fewer in number, but if convicted the 

defendants suffered far less harsh punishments than had been the case before 

1908.67 Such a distinct shift in sentencing policy and cultural views can perhaps best 

be illustrated by reference to one of these rare high-profile cases prosecuted after the 

passage of the Children Act. 
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5 The Hatchard Case, 1919 

Beatrice Hatchard, age 47, and her husband Henry, age 52, presented a double 

anomaly among baby-farmers in England and Wales when they were tried for 

manslaughter and neglect at the Central Criminal Court in 1919.68 Partly, this was 

because baby-farming was relatively unusual by this point – though it is worth noting 

that The Times carried a report immediately following their first article on the 

Hatchards about another north-east London baby-farmer being sentenced to one 

month‟s imprisonment by a magistrate for running an unregistered house where a 

child had died.69 The couple were also remarkable in being middle-class, whereas 

the majority of baby-farmers (both „respectable‟ and criminal) were from a working-

class background.70 The Hatchards had been under observation by the local Infant 

Life Protection officers „for some time‟71 on suspicion of breaching the rules under the 

1908 Children Act about registering as a baby-farming establishment. 

 

To the eyes of contemporary readers, as well as historians, Henry Hatchard‟s claim 

that he was unaware of his wife‟s work as a baby-farmer stretched the bounds of 

credulity to their limit. The barrister presenting the case against the couple at the 

initial magistrates‟ hearing in Stratford, Eustace Fulton, insisted that „It was quite 

plain that the male prisoner was aware of what was going on.‟72 Moreover, the 

Hatchard‟s adult daughter Violet testified that when she had complained to her father 

about the dirty condition of the home and the presence of the foster-children, he had 

retorted she made enough money from her book-keeping job to cover her living costs 

and that if she found the circumstances objectionable, she should move in with her 

brother and sister-in-law.73 The point was reiterated at the Central Criminal Court by 

Sir Richard Muir, the counsel for the prosecution. While Henry denied the charges of 

manslaughter and neglect, and Beatrice loyally insisted the children‟s care had been 

entirely her responsibility, Muir reminded the court that „the husband was just as 

responsible in law, whatever he may be in regard to punishment, as the wife.‟74  

 

In practice, however, the perception that a father‟s duty principally consisted of 

providing shelter, food and remaining in steady employment meant that Henry (like 
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other married or cohabiting men accused of child neglect75) was considered far less 

culpable than Beatrice by the jury. Testifying in his own defence, Henry was able to 

cite a glowing character reference from the law firm which had employed him as a 

clerk for almost 40 years.76 He was also insistent that he was a committed Salvation 

Army member, and that his wife‟s recent drinking problem was the cause of their 

present misfortune – a suggestion which even Beatrice and their children agreed 

with.77 Beatrice, on the other hand, was viewed in a much less sympathetic light. Her 

husband‟s salary meant that the family were in comfortable financial circumstances.78 

Indeed, they could even afford to employ a part-time cleaner to help out with the 

housework.79  

 

Despite this relative affluence, the condition of the house was appalling: the police 

and NSPCC officers who had visited the Hatchard‟s home vividly described their 

horror at finding emaciated children lying in excrement and covered with vermin, 

broken beds, and a roof open to the elements.80 Perhaps most damningly, all those 

called to give evidence – including the two defendants – admitted that Beatrice 

Hatchard was an alcoholic. Women‟s drinking was regarded with a particular 

revulsion by cultural commentators in nineteenth and early twentieth century England 

and Wales, and „the inebriate woman‟ had been increasingly highlighted in this period 

as a major social problem.81 In the light of this, and her confession „I would not have 

wilfully neglected them if I had not been drinking,‟82 a guilty verdict was almost 

inevitable. Beatrice was convicted on both charges of manslaughter and an 

additional four counts of neglect, and sentenced to five years penal servitude.83  

 

Yet for all Mr Justice Darling‟s descriptions of her as „grossly inhuman,‟84 and his 

suspicion that she – along with other baby-farmers in England and Wales – 
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deliberately starved illegitimate children to death, Beatrice Hatchard‟s punishment 

was relatively lenient in comparison with that of baby-farmers tried before the Great 

War.85 Importantly, Hatchard was also apparently the last baby-farmer to be 

convicted of child homicide in twentieth-century England. Where cases of baby-

farming sporadically came into public view after 1919, this was invariably in relation 

to public concerns about illegal adoption and neglect, rather than homicide, and 

official inquiries found no evidence of the sort of network of illegal and immoral child-

traffickers which had been commonly believed to exist in late Victorian and 

Edwardian Britain. Although the subject of „adoption‟ had long been considered 

synonymous with baby-farming, by 1925 the Third Committee on Child Adoption 

could briefly state that there was no need for them to investigate or debate the issue, 

since „We are satisfied that this legislation [Children Act 1908] has proved an efficient 

instrument for combating and has, in fact, largely eradicated the mischief against 

which it was directed.‟86 A similar inquiry into child adoption law and practice in the 

1930s confirmed this finding, and dismissed any need to return to the subject of 

baby-farming.87 

 

Conclusion 

In both the manslaughter trial which opened this paper- that of Robert and Annie 

Flann in 1910 – and the later case of the Hatchards, the fact that both couples were 

charged with causing the death of a child who was not theirs by blood would have 

placed them in a precarious position, much more likely than biological parents to be 

convicted and suffer a harsh punishment. By this point, however, the increasing 

emphasis on the need for mothers and fathers to be educated as to the best means 

of caring for their baby, and the newly benevolent description of foster care and 

adoption by the 1908 Select Committee on Infant Life Protection meant that the 

subject was no longer considered to be inherently suspicious. The resulting 

improvement in the standard of foster care and its perception in England and Wales 

meant that by 1918, the sort of criminal baby-farming which had so panicked the 
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NSPCC and other interested parties before the First World War „appears to have 

been in decline.‟88  

 

 

The successes of Part One of the Children Act in largely eliminating this practice 

meant that juries and agencies such as the NSPCC were increasingly willing to give 

foster parents the benefit of the doubt in cases of manslaughter and neglect, rather 

than proceeding from the standard assumption they had neglected or deliberately 

killed children out of malice. From 1908 onwards, the judicial system and the press 

began to gradually extend the (admittedly small) degree of official sympathy 

traditionally given to biological parents beyond the limits of blood ties to adoptive and 

foster parents. With the infant life protection clauses of the Children Act increasingly 

„viewed as a welfare measure‟89 rather than a criminal justice procedure, and 

particularly in light of the interwar emphasis on educational means of securing parent 

and child wellbeing, it was much more likely that foster carers whose charges fell ill 

or died would be perceived as „more ignorant and stupid than wilfully cruel.‟90 
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